
December 18, 2020 

Recharging Batteries 
 

In response to the Journal entry about my having a room at Fr. Tom’s Hand’s Together compound 

a reader wrote: “Dear Gerry, Finally, a place where you can recharge your batteries—the spiritual 

ones that will continue to light up the darkness and the personal ones that will give you the 

energy to face all of the daily challenges you face with Haitian obstacles of culture, politics and 

poverty.”  
 

Yesterday, I spent three blissful hours, from 10:45am to 1:45pm, in “my room” at Hands Together 

sitting in silence for 15 minutes and then working on my Merton manuscript. 

 

The Juice Man 
 

It is the same every morning. When I get home from Mass at the MC sisters, four kids rush up to 

me. They grab my hand and pull me toward the back steps, saying “juice, juice.” When they reach 

the top of the stairs they rush, screaming, to the door to my apartment. They beat me to the kitchen 

and open the refrigerator. One grabs the juice, another the cookies. As I pour the juice into the 

four paper cups, one inevitably grabs a cup while I’m pouring…creating a nice mess for me to 

clean up. 

 

 
 

 



 
 

Intimate Communion 
 

Waiting, waiting, waiting. Our spiritual lives are a vigil of waiting. We wait with hope for the 

advent of God. Yet as we wait for God, God is already here with us. And we are with God, yet 

not fully so, and so we wait, living with paradox and expectancy. Spiritual transformation never 

ends…it’s always new, forever beginning, constantly evolving. 
 

Each of us is on a life-long journey to wholeness. We all want to overcome the fractures and 

divisions we feel within ourselves and among our circle of family and friends. Our lives are like 

puzzle parts and we can’t see the full picture. Wholeness and completeness are ultimately only 

found in intimacy with God. And intimacy with God is only found through desire and surrender. 

When we desire God above all else and when we let go of our clinging egos and destructive 

religions, God is free to enter into intimate communion with us. 
 

The world demands more and more from us. 

God only asks for empty hands. 

 

Vision & Message 
 

The vision and message of Christ transcends geography, culture, and status—and even time…it 

includes everyone, everywhere, always and forever more. 

 



 
 

Three hours in my hermitage hideaway was really wonderful. The armed guard on the Hands 

Together gate let me in without question. Fr. Tom left the door unlocked. I never said a word to 

anyone. I feel very blessed. Many readers expressed their joy over my having a place apart from 

the stress and noise of Santa Chiara.  

 

A Dad No More…at Least Legally 
 

I knew the bad news was coming on the adoption front, as Patrick gave a brief synopsis of the 

multiple problems. The lawyer came yesterday and filled in the gory details. Here are the broad 

stokes issues. According to a 2013 law, a single person cannot adopt a child. (Strike One.) A couple 

must be together for five years in order to adopt a child. (Strike Two) Interestingly, the couple 

does not have to be married. A person over 50 cannot adopt a child. (Strike Three.) There is a 

caveat. If the primary person in the adoption process is over 50 (me), his partner must be under 

50 but over 35. I guess the idea is that if an old-timer like me drops dead, my younger partner 

would be able to care for the kids until they reached the age when they could be on their own. If 

all of that wasn’t bad enough, the “papers” I have for Bency and Judeline, which were obtained 

via bribe by Ecarlatte, are in effect meaningless. There is more than one legal problem that would 

easily invalidate them. Also, the document that we prepared for Bency’s birth mother to sign in 

which she surrendered her parental rights to me was useless as a legal document. It needed to be 

signed in front of the government bureau responsible for adoption regulations. 
 

I was devastated at hearing all this. The social worker/lawyer knows what I’ve done for all the 

kids, not just the six special cases, is far beyond what anyone would expect. He said I was clearly 

a positive force in the life of all the “Straub” kids. The lawyer said we could start all over from 

scratch and do so outside the bounds of Santa Chiara. The scenario he suggested was a bit of 



charade, which I was not going to participate in. (I needed a “fake” partner and a “fake” home. 

So, he said we would then need to also start from scratch the registration of Santa Chiara. The 

“cafeteria” obstacle could be circumvented by turning the schoolhouse into a dining area, which 

is possible as most of the kids are now going to an external school. The building is used by 

Madame Francis to teach the preschoolers. It would be OK to have one building be used for two 

purposes. In order to move forward on the adoption front, we would need to get the parents of 

each child to come to a meeting at the government agency with me. We know the mother of Clare 

Marie and Teresa Regina and we can locate her. She was the staffer who stole thousands of dollars 

from my unlocked desk draw. Finding Bency’s mother will be difficult. It will also be hard to find 

Peter’s mother. Adopting Naïve would be the easiest. Of course, I’d have to fake having a partner 

for at least five years. Welcome to Haiti…where nothing is easy and everything is possible if you 

have money. I have no idea what the fee would be. 
 

I told the lawyer I’ve been fighting for all the SCCC kids for almost six years. I’m tired of the non-

stop struggle, the endless road blocks to give these kids a chance. Everything I was told by 

Ecarlatte was a bunch of baloney. She ignored the rules and regulations. Heck, she never bothered 

to learn the rules and regulations. She bribed a government official without my knowledge. The 

document she “bought” was in fact useless. The government guy knew it. He just took her money 

and gave he nothing of value in return. This is Haiti: take what you can from any one you can.  
 

The lawyer told Bency and Naïve that a formal adoption is not immediately possible. He told 

then for now I’m their dad in my heart if not legally. We will make the effort to start over and 

hope for the best.   
 

I should have stayed at Fr. Tom’s. I would have stayed longer, but I knew the lawyer was coming. 

 

 


